Linguistics

Contact: Brett Hyde  
Phone: 314-935-7612  
Email: bhyde@wustl.edu  
Website: http://linguistics.wustl.edu

Faculty

Director

Brett D. Hyde (https://artsci.wustl.edu/faculty-staff/brett-hyde/)  
Associate Professor  
PhD, Rutgers University  
(Linguistics, Philosophy, Philosophy-Neuroscience-Psychology)

Core Faculty

Matthew Barros (https://linguistics.wustl.edu/people/matt-barros/)  
Lecturer  
PhD, Rutgers University  
(Linguistics)

Nicholas Danis (https://linguistics.wustl.edu/people/nick-danis/)  
Lecturer  
PhD, Rutgers University  
(Linguistics)

Kristin J. Van Engen (https://sites.wustl.edu/psychling/)  
Assistant Professor  
PhD, Northwestern University  
(Linguistics, Psychology)

Participating Faculty

David A. Balota (http://psychweb.wustl.edu/people/david-balota/)  
Professor  
PhD, University of South Carolina  
(Psychology, Neurology)

Joe Barcroft (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/joe-barcroft/)  
Professor  
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

John Baugh (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/john-baugh/)  
Margaret Bush Wilson Professor in Arts & Sciences  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania  
(Anthropology, Education, English, Psychology)

Jonathan Peelle (http://jonathanpeelle.net/)  
Research Assistant Professor  
PhD, Brandeis University  
(Otolaryngology)

Mitchell S. Sommers (https://psych.wustl.edu/people/mitchell-sommers/)  
Professor  
PhD, University of Michigan  
(Psychology)

Rebecca Treiman (https://artsci.wustl.edu/faculty-staff/rebecca-treiman/)  
Burke and Elizabeth High Baker Professor of Child Developmental Psychology  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania  
(Psychology)

Gerhild Williams (https://german.wustl.edu/people/gerhild-williams/)  
Barbara Schaps Thomas and David M. Thomas Professor in the Humanities  
PhD, University of Washington, Seattle  
(German)

Emeritus Faculty

Brett Kessler (http://spell.psychology.wustl.edu/bkessler.html)  
PhD, Stanford University